Oregon Botanical Artists - meeting notes Saturday, April 13, 2013
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Location: Hoyt Arboretum
Attendees: Jane Levy Campbell, René Eisenbart, Janet Parker

Clockwise from top left: René’s
sketchbook and setup; René in action;
Nicholson’s Peerless card; Janet’s redwood
cone sketch; Jane’s Altoid’s container
turned into a travel palette (on left); Jane’s
Western White Pine cone subject; and
Jane snapping magnolia buds.

We met in the parking lot of the Visitor Center at Hoyt Arboretum. It was a chilly, damp morning. The plan was to
occupy the library/meeting room in the visitor center as soon as it opened, but the center didn’t open until 11, so
we took a walk through the woods, taking photographs along the way, stopping at the magnolias in various stages of
bloom, the beautiful, ever-changing Winter Garden, and a slight detour to a favorite garden of mine, on Lower SW
Cascade Terrace just at the border between the park and a cluster of homes.
Once we had our fill of looking and snapping, we headed back up the hill to the Hoyt Arboretum Visitor Center and
were able to come inside and make use of the meeting room for the next hour and a half. The center even provided
hot tea for us.
René went to work on a trillium study in her nature journal- a beautiful specimen that she brought along from her
yard. She came prepared for everything. I learned so much! Her travel supplies have been edited down to the most
efficient, light-weight tools. So smart for schlepping who knows where!
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Her tools included a Benro tripod, which is very lightweight and strong, sturdy. This is the foundation of her portable
easel. A Manfrotto head was attached to the top of the tripod, and a few thin panels of Dibond - a product with an
aluminum face and polyethylene core, were custom fitted to snap onto the head, creating an extrememely strong but
lightweight table or easel surface. Velcroed to one side of one sheet was a cool brush holder.
In addition to these, and in keeping with the idea of lightweight, travel-easy design, René uses Nicholson’s Peerless
Transparent Watercolors (www.peerlesscolor.com) These are thin films of pigment sold under the name DrySheets
that René cuts out and assembles into a makeshift watercolor palette, to be used for making color notes in her
sketchebook. I’d never seen these and what a great idea!
Jane also had some great improv equipment - she repurposed an Altoids tin to be a neat little extra traveling
watercolor palette, and makes use of her kids’ old watercolor palettes to safely store and carry her watercolor brushes.
On Saturday, however, she decided to go directly to ink, in a beautiful pine cone study.
I spent the hour and a half inside doing a graphite study of a redwood pinecone. I’ve been collecting pinecones for
ages and have been terrified of drawing them. This one’s unusual pattern of ‘lips’, and its small size, made it a little less
intimidating to me, so I’m starting to feel courageous about doing more.
Going forward, we’re working to find a reliable place to meet indoors on the 2nd Saturday of the month and we have
a few good leads. To be discussed at our next meeting, this coming Thursday, at Jane’s. Hope to see you there!
.............................................

Oregon Botanical Artists - meeting notes from Thursday, April 18, 2013
Location: Jane Levy Campbell’s
Attendees: Jane Levy Campbell, Janet Parker
............................................
Jane and I divided the meeting time between a tour of her garden at a peak spring moment, and strategizing on
assigning specific themes for our next meetings.
Our plan is to come up with specific meeting agendas and activities through the end of the calendar year.
So far, we have covered May and June, and have (we think) some great ideas for future months.

